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 Contractors are able to submit and view questions and answers with
or without a logon to Bid Express 

 Open www.bidx.com within your internet browser
 If you have a logon
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http://www.bidx.com/


 If you do not have a logon for Bid Express
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 Click on the specific letting that you are interested in
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 You must be logged in to view item data, however, you are still 
able to submit a question.
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 Once a question is submitted WisDOT will post the question for all 
contractors who have access to Bid Express and later respond to 
the question and post the answer.  The questions will appear on the 
Questions and Answers section within Bid Express as well as on the 
HCCI website.  The submitter will also receive an email with the 
answer.
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 The question and answer will be available to all WisDOT Bid 
Express users to view and search  
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 Click “Search Questions”
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 Click on the question to view the answer
 Or click on the Export (csv)
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 To download a searchable spreadsheet
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 At a minimum, the questions and answers will be posted on Fridays 
after advertisement, as well as the Monday, Wednesday, and 
Monday before the letting.

 The QAs are be available on Bid Express and an Excel file is 
located the Bid Letting webpage.

 If you have questions as to how the process works, you may email, 
dotbidxqa@dot.wi.gov.
 All other questions should be entered through www.bidx.com
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